"What if the Global Power Elite are part of these reptilian bloodlines, still controlling and ruling Planet Earth as their own private galactic fiefdom? Uri Dowbenko - New Reptilian World Order

SOME PREDICTIONS OF WHAT IS TO COME IN THE ILLUMINATI AGENDA

MORE "TERRORIST ATTACKS" TO ESCALATE THE PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION TO THE GLOBAL FASCIST MILITARY STATE

AN ATTACK ON THE ISLAMIC SHRINE AT TEMPLE MOUNT, JERUSALEM.

ASSASSINATION OF MAJOR U.S. POLITICIAN OR POLITICIANS, EVEN GEORGE W. BUSH. HIS SKULL AND BONES SOCIETY CODE NAME WAS "TEMPORARY".

ASSASSINATION OF SOMEONE CLOSE TO TONY BLAIR.

AN INTERNATIONAL "WORLD ARMY" WAR ON TARGETS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD, LEADING EVENTUALLY TO A CONFLICT WITH CHINA.

THE BIG BROTHER STATE ADVANCED RAPIDLY ALL OVER THE WORLD

MASSIVE GLOBAL FINANCIAL COLLAPSE LEADING TO A NEW CENTRALISED ECONOMIC ORDER CALLS FOR A WORLD GOVERNMENT, CENTRAL BANK, ELECTRONIC CURRENCY, ARMY AND A MICRO-CHIPPED POPULATION.

AND NONE OF THIS WILL BE AN "ACCIDENT" OR A REACTION TO EVENTS. IT WILL BE BY COLDLY CALCULATED DESIGN AND WAS PLANNED A LONG, LONG, TIME AGO THROUGH THE TECHNIQUE I HAVE DUBBED PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION.

NONE OF THIS HAS TO HAPPEN, BUT IT WILL IF WE SIT HERE AND CONTINUE TO ALLOW THE INMATES TO CONTROL THE ASYLUM THE PEOPLE HAVE HELPED THEM TO CREATE.

DAVID ICKE
(Posted September 20th, 2001)